Poster presentation for ESCAPE 17
The papers to be presented as posters are very important part of ESCAPE17 program. Posters will allow
to have detailed presentation of different research aspects of the paper to an audience very focused on
the subject. The discussions around a poster will allow intense exchange of information and ideas.
Scope We advice authors to present very attentivelly/attractivelly the content, to allow the audience to
get effectivelly the information about the research presented by the poster. Please try to arrange your
poster layout in such a way to provide a clear comprehensible image of your work at first sight even for
those participants who are not directly focused in paper special field of interest. Please give priority to
diagrams, pictures and charts. Please keep the main parts of paper presentation in the ELSEVIER
volume : Introduction, Problem statement, Paper Approach, Conclusions, Acknowlegements, References.
Please equilibrate different parts accordingly to this type of presentaton. The text should be very concise
and accentuate the particular aim of your work, its importance, application, and the key formulas and
symbols. Leave details to the discussion with interested people. Please do not present full text. Present
your results to justify the conclusions eg via tables and graphs with data. Give maximum 4 key references
to position your work. Acknowledgements should be if any.
Form. The size of the poster board is up to 2000 mm (height) by 900 mm (width). Regular format A0
(1189 mm height and 841 mm width) is recommended. The presenters will mark their posters with a
heading, containing paper ID, title (size of letters 40 mm, at least), on separate lines with letter size 20
mm please present author(s) - name(s), affiliation (abbreviations are recommended), city and country. In
the header you can display, if necessary, institutional logos. Each sction in the poster should be clearly
marked with a title.
Please write poster text preferably with 20 mm letters. Do not use letters under 10 mm, even as indexes.
Text must be readable from a distance of 3 m. In a table try to restrict yourself to 4 columns with no more
than 4 listings per column. Graphs should show a maxiumum of 3 curves. We cannot accept posting only
a printout of the full text. This does not do credit to the sense and purpose of poster session. Posters will
be mounted on panels with plastic devices (cat tongue) provided by organisators.
Presentation. We recommend authors to arrange posters at allocated panel during the registration time
(8:00 h to 9:00 h) in the day of the poster session and remove them after the closure of the session.
Presenters can attend their posters during the lunch (if possible) and compulsory from 14:00 to 15:00 h
for respective poster session. In ESCAPE 17 program each poster is distributed for one of the poster
session.

